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Railway noise in towns and city centres is one of the environmental problems. De�ning the noise level is possible
in two ways � via in situ measurement or via calculation (prediction). For the comparison of objectively measured
values of sound pressure levels from railroads two methods used in the Slovak Republic were chosen � Schall
03 and the Czech prediction method. Track number 170: Zvolen�Vrútky in the town Zvolen was selected as the
measurement location of noise exposure. Method Schall 03 overestimates the measurement values by approximately
1 dB and the Czech method by 4 dB. Both prediction methods, in spite of the systematic overestimating, describe
the real noise situation very well; the calculated Pearson coe�cient of correlation with Schall 03 method was 0.94
and with the Czech method 0.90.
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1. Introduction

The railway noise is an ongoing environmental issue.
The purpose of legislation is the protection of health,
quality of life and well-being of the population. While
exploiting the environment by emissions of signi�cant
quantities of acoustics energy, management of a road,
a railway, an airport is required to continuously moni-
tor such emission [1, 2]. The noise level can be evalu-
ated in two ways � in situ measurement and calculation
(prediction).

The comparison of these two methods � in situ mea-
surement and prediction models � was the research ob-
jective of several authors [3]. Van Leeuwen [4] identi�ed
the inherent di�erences in various models. These dif-
ferences include the assumption of source positions, the
levels of noise emitted by trains passing by, the char-
acteristics of sound radiation and the correction factors
adopted to account for the e�ect of re�ection. In light of
this, the predicted noise levels are invariably di�erent for
di�erent prediction models [3].

The basis is always represented by the data measured
from the noise exposure compared to speci�c prediction
methods. Tra�c noise prediction models are required as
aids in the design of highways and other roads and some-
times in the assessment of existing or envisaged changes
in tra�c noise conditions [5]. This e�ect is usually mea-
sured by the time-average sound level, LAeqT, or the
sound exposure level pressure, LAEX [6].
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The aim of our study is to compare selected prediction
models used in rail transport with objectively measured
values of sound pressure LAeq. Two most frequently used
models in the Slovak Republic were chosen to be com-
pared: German prediction method � Schall 03 [7]; Czech
prediction method � methodical instructions for the cal-
culation of noise level from transport (MPVHD) [8].

2. Overview of models for predicting train noise

Method Schall 03 [7] was developed by Deutsche
Budesbahn � German Railways. The basic emission
noise level is calculated from the data obtained at the
distance of 25 m. Spreading of noise to the recipient
depends on the position and reference noise level. Refer-
ence noise level was determined as an average noise level
in one hour in the position of 25 m far from a moving
train with a length of 100 m, with speed of 100 km/h
with 100% share of disc brakes, in the height of 3.5 m
over the terrain. The train was driving on a standard
railroad track.
Emission level Lm,E is calculated from Eq. (1):

Lm,E = 10 log
[∑

100.1(51+DFz+DD+DL+DV)
]

+DTt +DBr +DLc +DRa[dB], (1)

where DFz, DD, DL, Ds � corrections used for the spe-
ci�c train, DTt, DBr, DLc, DRa � corrections depending
on the railroad track. DFz is used as a complement to
fundamental noise level 51 dB and is given by the Ger-
man Railways for all types of means of transport.
Prediction method MPVHD [8] has been used since

1977 and amended 1996. The newest legislative version of
the valid predictive procedures for the calculation of noise
on roads is �Methodical instructions for the calculation
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of noise level from transport�, whose author is RNDr.
Milo² Liberko. They include the calculation of noise from
roads, rail roads; noise caused by trams and trolley buses,
moreover the calculation of noise on parking places and
from planes. The fundamental equivalent level of sound
pressure Y is calculated from Eq. (2) and for the distance
7.5 m from the railroad track axis or axes in the case of
multiple-track roads following equation is valid:

Y = 10 logX + 40. (2)

Value X is calculated from equation

X = 140F4F5F6m, (3)

where m is the number of trains per hour, F4 express the
in�uence of the traction divided into motor and electrical
traction, F5 is the factor of instantaneous speed in the
given track part and F6 is factor expressing the number
of wagons in a train.

3. Measurements of train noise

Track number 170: Zvolen�Vrútky in the town Zvolen
was selected as the measurement location of noise expo-
sure. This track connects towns Zvolen, Banská Bystrica,
Martin and Vrútky. Its overall length is 96 km. The mea-
surement location was selected due to a high frequency of
rail transport leading through a densely inhabited part
of the town Zvolen. In this part, besides a hospital, also
houses and public buildings are located. The measure-
ment was carried out along this track in the town Zvolen,
speci�cally in front of the hospital near the railroad sta-
tion �Zvolen mesto�.
Selected measurement location is advantageous due to

the fact that there are very few cars passing by. Before
the train passes by the railroad crossing closes and stops
the car transport � this decreases the residual noise level
from the road transport. When measuring noise exposure
in the outside environment the methodology presented
in the standard STN ISO 1996-2 Acoustics Description,
measurement and evaluation of noise in the outside envi-
ronment Part 2: Setting of noise levels in accordance to
requests [9] was followed.
Measurement was carried out on 3rd October 2011 on

one measurement location within 12 h beginning at 6 am
and ending at 6 pm (time interval � a day). Weather
conditions were suitable to carry out the measurement
(temperature was from 5 ◦C to 25 ◦C, wind speed was
to 2 m/s and the atmospheric humidity was within the
range 75�90%).
Selected track is used by the inhabitants for the trans-

port to work and schools to Zvolen and Banská Bystrica.
During the measurement 41 trains passed along the track,
of this 26 slow trains, 3 special trains, 7 express trains,
2 freight trains and 3 maintenance trains. Measurement
analysis found out that the highest noise exposure was
between 8 am and 9 am due to the high intensity of rail-
road transport and one freight train passing by. The low-
est exposure was recorded between 10 and 11 am due to
the lowest frequency of trains passing by at that time
(one train in an hour).

4. Comparison with the prediction models

As we mentioned, two prediction methods were se-
lected for the comparison with measured equivalent
sound pressure levels. Figure 1 illustrates the evalua-
tion of comparison of these prediction methods with the
measurement in individual time intervals. Connection
between individual sound pressure levels in individual in-
tervals serves for a better orientation and interpretation
of the di�erences between individual methods.

Fig. 1. Comparison of prediction models with the mea-
surement.

Figure 1 shows that both prediction methods over-
estimate systematically the sound pressure levels deter-
mined by the measurement. Figure 1 shows that predic-
tion method Schall 03 overestimates systematically the
sound pressure levels determined by the measurement
less. With extremely low values this di�erence is more
signi�cant in case of both prediction methods.
Due to the fact that both prediction methods are sta-

tistically dependent on the measured values, the paired
t-test was selected for the statistical testing. The re-
sults are illustrated in Table. In both prediction methods
statistically signi�cant dependence on measurement was
calculated (Pearson coe�cient of correlation). It implies
that both prediction methods describe, despite the sys-
tematic overestimating, the real noise situation very well.

TABLE
Results of statistical testing via the paired t-test.

Schall 03 MPVHD Measurement
average 59.51 62.75 58.06
STDEV 2.21 1.85 3.88
variance 4.89 3.44 15.13
sample size 12 12 12
Pearson corr. 0.94 0.90
di�erence 0 0
degree of freedom 11 11
t stat �2.57 6.90
P (T ≤ t) (1) 1.29× 10−2 1.28× 10−5

t crit (1) 1.80 1.80
P (T ≤ t) (2) 2.58× 10−2 2.57× 10−5
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Illustration via the Bland�Altman graph (Fig. 2) was
chosen to demonstrate the di�erence between predic-
tion method Schall 03 and MPVHD graphically [10].
These are simple graphs where the horizontal axis
(thin line) contains measured data of equivalent sound
pressure level and vertical axis contains the di�erences
between measured and predicted values. Graphs are sup-
plemented with a horizontal line illustrating the aver-
age di�erence between measured and predicted values.
Few facts are obvious from the Bland�Altman graph at
�rst sight: the average di�erence between the measured
and predicted values using Schall 03 method is smaller
than in the case of MPVHD method; the use of Schall 03
method provided more values which vary less from the
measured values; when using the MPVHD method all
measured sound pressure levels were overestimated, while
during the use of Schall 03 method only some measured
values of sound pressure were underestimated which, in
the end, has a positive in�uence on the objectivity of the
value of sound pressure equivalent level in the reference
time. This value is a result of noise exposure evaluation
in the given location using prediction models. Follow-
ing these facts it is possible to decide which prediction
method describes the real noise exposure better.

Fig. 2. Comparison of prediction methods via the
Bland�Altman graphs.

5. Conclusions

Measured values of sound pressure levels from the rail-
road transport were compared to two prediction mod-
els used in the Slovak Republic. The measured value
of sound pressure for the reference time (6 am�6 pm)
LAeq,12h was 59.3 dB. The results have shown that both
prediction models overestimate the measured values sys-
tematically. Method Schall 03 overestimates by approx-
imately 1 dB (LAeq,12h = 59.9 dB) and the MPVHD
method by 4 dB (LAeq,12h = 63.0 dB). Both prediction
methods, in spite of a systematic overestimating, describe
the real noise situation very well because the calculated
Pearson coe�cient of correlation with Schall 03 method
was 0.94 and with the MPVHD method 0.90. Based on
the found results it can be stated that the prediction
model Schall 03 is more suitable for the conditions in the
Slovak Republic. The use of this model is also embodied
in the legislative of the Slovakia.
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